Prescription
PRESCRIPTION 27

REGEN TREATMENT (V.2001)
Forest:

Date

Stand:

Ageclass:

Area:

(ha)

Crop Stocking:

(sph)

Co-ordinator:

(sign)

Row Spacing:

(m)

Contractor:

(sign)

Tree Spacing Within Rows:

Within Stands
Treat all regen along roads and watertables
Treat all regen along access tracks
Treat all regen between stand-edge & waterways

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

(m)

Non Stocked Areas (Outside stands)
Treat all regen within the following areas:
Outside stand edge
Y/N
Riparian strip
Y/N
Forest boundary
Y/N
Power line strip
Y/N
Other:

Method: Handpull / Handtools / Mechanical
Target Species: Radiata / Other_____________________________________
Additional requirements: (restrictions, sensitive boundaries, trial sites, hazard form, eye protection)

OBJECTIVE:
To release the planted crop trees from regenerating exotic tree species by hand pulling or cutting. Regen
treatment may also be required in non stocked areas.
METHOD ~ With In Stands
 Identify the direction of the planting line and then identify the crop trees within the line and remove all the
regen trees except, where a regen tree (P.radiata only) is able to fill the space of a dead or missing crop tree,
the replacement tree must be the biggest and straightest tree situated within 1.0 m radius of the tree row and
no closer than 1.0 m to another crop tree. Cover the ground twice by walking into the sun and away from the
sun.
 Remove all cut stems from roads, watertables and tracks.
METHOD ~ Non Stocked Areas
 Remove all targeted species within the treatment area by making sweeps across the treatment area.
QUALITY:

Remove whole tree including roots when hand pulling.

Where hand-pulling is not possible and you are using loppers, machetes, chainsaws or scrub-bars, cut as
close as possible to the ground and sever completely.

When cutting regen no live foliage should remain on the regen stump.
GENERAL:
Contractors are responsible for ensuring all employees understand and follow this prescription and the
requirements of the following documents:

Pan Pac Forest Products – Forest Operations Handbook.

OSH Safety code of Bush Undertakings Part 1 – Forest Establishment and Silviculture.

FIT Guidelines.

Pan Pac Forest Products Forest Environmental Guidelines.

Pan Pac Forest Products Pre-operational Hazard Identification.
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